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The Project: An Overview
• Funded by the British Academy
• Exploratory initial study based on qualitative empirical
data to understand:

– what it is that facilitates women's working in the technology
sector
– how gender influences technology innovation

• A cross country comparison, UK and France, to

explore cultural and social issues in influencing
women's working as technologists.
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The Team & the Approach

Dr Rana Tassabehji

Professor Nancy Harding

Professor Carine Dominguez-Pery

Dr Sophie-Aubepine Dahan

• Interviews & Focus groups
– Face-to-face interviews with men and women technologists (24)
– All female and all male focus groups (4)

• Some early findings
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Early Interest and Influence
SOME QUOTES FROM THE UK

my brother … was
learning technical
drawing and computer
studies … I was lucky my
family were wealthy
enough that they could
afford to buy a BBC
micro-computer

at school I was always
being almost like singled
out for being good at
maths, so that sort of
encouraged me as well

Early Interest and Influence
SOME QUOTES FROM FRANCE

I had that technological
background from him
[father], so the whole
interest in technology
and the sciences comes
from that family
background

The influence I think is
from my little neighbour
who was creating games.
And I think it made me
want to do it as well.

School & University Experience (UK)

we were taught by men
at School and University
but it was a challenge …
the teacher was just
confusing … he wasn’t a
very good teacher, .. I
think I would’ve done
better if I had
understood him better

I think the teachers helped a lot
…
They said ‘you can do it , you
don’t need to be macho or
anything else, … you’ve got the
intelligence to do it, just go
ahead and do it’.

the guys just seemed to pick it
up so easily and us girls were
sort of “do you understand
what’s going on? “

School & University Experience (FR)

I went to a business school
with telecommunications
and I was interested in IT at
the end of my studies

We had IT classes it was
nothing, it was nothing,
but they were really
nothing, it was just
Word but how to open a
computer and how to
close it.

It is very bad compared to teaching
in the UK. I am a teacher and I can
tell you as a teacher they are very
very bad actually

I refuse to be put in a box
--------------------------------------I don’t fit into the boxes
-------------------------------------------they cannot put me in a box
and in France they don’t like
that.

Careers: The great escape from coding?
UK WOMEN’S PERSPECTIVE

I got quite bullied in a sense,
by some of the other women
[engineers]. It was … almost
like every woman for
themselves, in a way that it
wasn’t for the men, … they
supported each other and
helped each other out … it
was a really toxic
environment

I did bits here and there, but
never to the obsessive
exclusion of everything
else, which I think a lot of
people do

Not the case in France

I am not that single
minded, I like to have other
things to do … Even now, I
wouldn’t want to sit and
focus on code all day.

Careers: The great escape from coding?
FRENCH WOMEN’S PERSPECTIVE

One girl told me ‘Because I was
in a company where I was told
‘As you are a woman, you
won’t move up, you won’t be
project manager’ and I knew
that ACorp was different.’ It
does happen! But there are old
farts everywhere!

we can have the feeling that as women we
are more scrutinized. We are asked more
to access the same level of responsibility.
Because they assume that we are women,
we have a family life, and that, by default,
this (family life) will be the priority”.

people often feel that this
kind of job cannot be done by
a girl. .. on the phone at
work, … they are really
surprised that I am a
woman, they say ‘I didn’t
know that a woman can do
this job!’

What men really think of women coders?
A MAN’S PERSPECTIVE FROM THE UK
But they are not very good
coders… I don’t think they
were good problem
solvers.

I think their priorities are
more around the life, as
opposed to just focused
around proving themselves
that they can do IT.

I think there are a lot of
female people in IT who
are better at persuading
people and managing
people. Doing that sort
of person management.

a lot of these IT men are
quite disorganized and are
not very good
communicators, and I
think that’s where the
women’s strengths are.

What men really think of women coders?
A MAN’S PERSPECTIVE FROM FRANCE
… I didn’t meet many
women who had a profile
like... well the trendy
word is Geek

I remember in my previous
company she was the best
programmer of the team. In
four hours time she was
doing like a day of one of us.
It’s really hard for a woman to be feminine
and a good developer at the same time
Some people just don’t get it.
And it’s really frustrating to see it because
… these women were amongst the best
developers I have worked with, so to see
them struggle with this was kind of heart
breaking.

In France … [men] love to work
with women, and they are not
so bad looking generally, yeah
really they have a reputation
French women, and a lot of
them are very very good
looking

From my point of view, the best
developers I have worked with … I
personally enjoy having to work
with women not because they are
women, but it brings a more stable
environment

Characteristics of a Techie
Problem solver
Persistence
Determination
Dedication
Patience
Logical/Analytical brain
Hobby is work
Mechanically minded
Passionate
Introverted
Sensitive

Inquisitive
Focus
Commitment
Mathematical
Shy
Easily offended
Focus on specs and the
next new thing
End goal / Results
oriented

Characteristics of a Techie
“Our best developers are people who have mental conditions”
Developers are a nightmare to manage, they just are they’re a bloody nightmare to
manage, I don’t know why, they have mental issues .. they do – it’s not easy to
manage people – not all of them but the majority of them
a lot of them have supposedly mental conditions, so obviously Asperger’s is one of them,
ADHD, so there is the engagement thing, but then it’s how do you manage those people,
because they’re each different, if I give like one of our developers, who has really bad
attention problems, just mundane jobs, he’s going to be bored and he’s not going to do
them very well. If I give him something that is so mind-blowingly difficult that nobody
else can do, he’ll relish it and he’ll do it

Male, CEO, GamesSoftware Development Company
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Characteristics of a Techie

“I hate that whole idea of … being a geek and being
somehow different”
You are just an individual who is doing a technical job, I think that kind of
apartheid mentality isn’t actually helpful either to the so called geeks
themselves or anybody else … I don’t see that as being a positive thing
and I don’t see that appealing to women going into that type of
environment either.”
Male, Engineer

Workspace: Environment & Culture
MALE DOMINATED ENVIRONMENT

well to be really crude but a
bloke wouldn’t let it out in the
open if there’s a woman
present, but these things
start to, become quite feral
without that balance

there’s a lot of bravado, …
its very much like sort of
machismo sort of male
stock broker type

… Untidy …piles of
paperwork all over the
place and they are the
messiest people going

when I had my interview they asked
‘do you have a problem with bad
language?’ I do not have a problem …
But they would use female body parts
as insults and I’m not just talking
about the actual offensive word, but
the actual technical name …. it was
more offensive for him to use the word
‘vagina’ I don’t think he understood
that.

it’s a very detached
unhealthy culture

Workspace: Environment & Culture
A TALE OF TWO EXTREMES

I just received an email …‘ I
couldn’t talk like this – even to
my dog … He told me …they
teach you how to humiliate
people It’s just about
humiliation and pressure and
….. it’s Gestapo techniques in
France.

it was really an open
environment, people could nap,
they could come and go when
they wanted, the only thing that
mattered was the work done and
was it done well … Do your job
well and then you’re free.

good developers are
wanted and they are
starting to get more and
more picky about their
environment

Workspace: Environment & Culture
WOMEN FITTING IN?

Workspace: Environment & Culture
WOMEN FITTING IN?

What makes a good techie?
“skills that are going to make you a really successful techie above
and beyond the core kind of guy that writes the code”

“An ability to verbalise and exchange
ideas”

“resilience and resourcefulness
are key things”

“They take the time to talk
to you”

CREATIVITY
CURIOSITY

“you need the creative
spark”

COMMUNICATION

“understand and talk to
people in their language and
their terms”

“think laterally”
“you can’t just keep finding
the same solutions”

“I honestly believe I only got
good at IT because I shared
my ideas”

COLLABORATION
OPENNESS

“wanting people to look at my
stuff and me look at their stuff”

“Share ideas and express
yourself”
“if you can’t communicate what you have
done you can’t help someone else
reproduce it”
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What would technology look like
if more women were involved?
• Most men could not see how there
would be a difference in the actual
technology

• Women were clear about
fundamental differences
–

– More ordered, more balanced

Focused on functionality and
usefulness not just technology for
technology’s sake

–

Over emphasis on specifications

– Less risk taking

–

Targeting the wrong markets because
focusing on spec

–

co-creation and co-production of
products, which potentially would then
mean that the product at the end of it
would be much more user friendly

–

Technology would definitely be
different – “it would work for a start”

–

More efficient/more practical / it would
do what you wanted more quickly

–

More intuitive

• But changes to the workplace

– There are abnormal cultures in IT
– Fewer failed projects – they would
be able to stabilise them more
– Women were seen as not “allowing”
things to happen and changing
trajectories
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Vive la Difference!
I think that mixing pot of male and female doing development
together will create things we have never seen before, because our
brains work quintessentially differently
I think that will make a massive difference when they’re working
together on teams because they can bring different ideas, different
solutions for things together. Not one or the other, not woman go do
that man do that, together …..
And I think that will open the path of products in a completely
different way.
Male, CEO, GamesSoftware Development Company
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“I think it is really important to
ask the question, why is it like
that because we can see it has
changed”

Attitudes to STEM policies
• Unanimously all the women hated the fact that they were
discussing gender as an issue

•
•
•
•

Under emphasis on the T in STEM
Raising awareness was important – but did it have an impact?

“it’s almost like solving world peace”

Some felt we are reaching an attention saturation point
Education
–

Problems of teaching technology – it is a difficult job not
given sufficient prestige

–

Stop siloing people in terms of technology education

–

Focus on fundamentals of technology

–

Restructuring technology education e.g. apprenticeships

• Social gendering e.g. at schools and in markets e.g. toys
• Men considered the situation has actually got worse over the
years

• Some men miffed by the gender imbalance in IT – some just
accepted it as the way it is
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“I think some women are
getting tired about justifying
or just participating in these
kinds of talks”
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“see how people settle into the
mechanisms and the systems that
we’ve put place at the moment”
“STEM it’s not just about
producing lots of graduates,
its also about another layer,
say apprenticeships”
“we need to work very hard on
how toys and education is
presented to very young
children”

Attitudes to STEM policies
All of the above plus French additional issues

The SYSTEM
“It’s going to take 250 years to
reach primary school”

if you want to change just the [education]
structure …. just kill yourself it is quicker - it is
impossible in France, impossible, you cannot
change a thing. You will have to wait for some
kind of revolution – or elect me as a dictator and
I would do this

“recognition of Doctorates,
support of schools for dropout
students.”

Égalité en Femme (FEMINISM?)
Here in France feminism
and things that are only
for women where men
are excluded, are very
badly perceived
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I am very much discouraged from targeting
only women
they say it is not about women only, it is about
egality [sic] so the language needs to be about,
we are working on diversity
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in France we don’t see positive
discrimination with a good eye, we
don’t see .. for us it is
discrimination so I think they are a
necessary evil,

Some Sticky Note Advice
WHAT WOULD YOU ADVISE A WOMAN WANTING A CAREER IN IT

technology … it’s more
egalitarian and you’ll be taken
on your merits a lot more

Make their hobby their job
Don’t wear too short skirts
get used to wearing dowdy
clothes

have more chance of
making it in the industry
than most males, because
females stand out more
than anybody else because
they’re unique because
there are not many of them,
and actually don’t think of it
as a negative, think of it as
a positive

don’t get upset if your ideas are
not get adopted, everyone gets
upset. … quality of idea, of
thought and approach does win
out. … so believe in yourself ,
believe in what you’re doing and
if you’re doing good stuff, that
will win out and have the
confidence in that

Well it’s hard because part of
me says, go somewhere else
until it’s sorted. It’s a
difficult career anyway, it’s a
difficult place to be at the
best of times and just go
somewhere else and let them
get on with it frankly

Merci pour votre attention

Avez-vous des
questions?

Dr Rana Tassabehji
r.tassabehji@bradford.ac.uk
www.technologyandtiaras.org
@techtiaras
*thanks to Showeet for their sticky note templates © showeet.com
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